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Projectivity for 3-Dimensional

Compact Nonsingular Toric Varieties

Hye Sook Park

ABSTRACT. There are some sufficient or necessary conditions about 
projectivity for toric varieties. We consider one of them and state 
some conditions about projectivity for a 3-dimensional compact non
singular case which is obtained from a projective one by nonsingular 
equivariant blow-down.

1. Introduction.

We define a toric variety to be an irreducible normal scheme X 

over C which is separated and locally of finite type over C, contains 

an algebraic torus Tn as an open set and is endowed with an algebraic 

action of Tn extending the group multiplication of Tn-

A toric variety can also be described in terms of a certain collection, 

which is called a fan, of cones. From this fact, the properties of a toric 

variety have strong connection with the combinatorial structure of the 

corresponding fan and the relations among the generators.

There are some sufficient or necessary conditions about projectivity 

for toric varieties, which are stated in terms of cones and the relations 

of their generators.

Kleinschmidt and Sturmfels [5] proved that every r-dimensional 

compact toric variety with Picard number < 3 must be projective, 

while Ewald [1] has constructed an r-dimensional nonsingular, non- 

projective toric variety with Picard number= 4. They used Gale
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diagram (cf. [6] ). This concept is very useful in dealing with small 

Picard numbers. Shephard [12] also used it to give a combinatorial 

criterion for a toric variety to be projective. We have generalized this 

criterion to general cone decompositions (cf. Oda and Park [9], [10] ).

In this paper, we state some conditions about projectivity for a 3- 

dimensional compact nonsingular case which is obtained from a pro 

jective one by nonsingular equivariant blow-down.

Now we introduce some basic definitions which are used throughout 

this paper. Let 2\『 be a free Z-module of rank r over the ring Z of 

integers, and denote by M := Hom2(7\『, Z) its dual Z-module. We 

denote the scalar extensions of N and M to the field R of real numbers 

by N•入 := N ®2 K and := M 0乞 凡 respectively.

A subset <j of N요 is called a rational convex polyhedral cone (or a 

cone, for short), if there exist a finite number of elements m , m, …, n3 

in N such that

cr = R 스)M + R>o^2 + … + R>o^«

:= {ami 十 … + a3n3 | a： € R, a： > 0 for all i}, 

where we denote by R가) the set of nonnegative real numbers, a is 

said to be strongly convex if it contains no nontrivial subspace of R, 

that is, a Pl (—a) = {0}.

A finite collection A of strongly convex cones in N요 is called a fan 

if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) Every face of any a G A is contained in A.

(ii) For any a, a' € A, the intersection a Cl cr' is a face of both a and 

(rf.

The support of a fan A is defined to be |A| := IJaCA

If a fan A is given, then there exists a toric variety X := T/vemb(A) 

determined by A over the field C of complex numbers. Fbr the precise 

definition of toric varieties, see [3], [7] and [8].
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2. Definitions and some results.

Let (川, A) and (7V7, A') be two fans for 7V 스 Zr and 은 Zr'. 

A map of fans </): (7V7, A') — (TV, A) is a Z-linear homomorphism 

(/> : Nf N whose scalar extension。: 싸 — "Vr satisfies the 

following property: For each 쉬 € A' there exists a G A such that 

</〉(시) C cr.

An equivariant morphism from C X to another toric variety 

Tjq/ C A지 is a morphism f : X -스 Xf which induces an algebraic group 

homomorphism f : Tn —나 T^> and which satisfies the compatibility 

with respect to the action: f(t - x) = f(t) - f(x) for any t E Tjq and 

x ex.

If <》: A') —> (7V, A) is a map of fans. Then gives rise to an

equivariant holomorphic map(/)v : G'으mb(A') —> Tyemb(A) between 

toric varieties.

Important algebro-geometry properties of toric varieties can be in

terpreted in terms of the corresponding fans. For example,

(1) The toric variety is nonsingular if and only if the fan A is non- 

singular, that is, every cone a € A is nonsingular. We say that 

a cone a is nonsingular if there exist a Z-basis {ni, …, nr} of N 

and s <r such that

o’ = R 그)冗 i + • • • + R>o^s*

(2) The toric variety is compact if and only if the corresponding fan 

is finite and complete, where a fan A is said to be complete if 

I 시 = 川R-

(3) The equivariant morphism(j)v : X9 — X corresponding to map 

of fans <》: (7\『', A') —> (2V, A) is proper and birational if and 

only if 0 : 2V7 — 2V is isomorphism and A' is a locally finite 

subdivision of A.
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If X is an r-dimensional compact nonsingular toric variety, then 

we have the following exact sequences:

0 <— N <— (TNDiv(A：))* <— Ar-i(A) <— 0

0 — M -—> TNDiv(X) — A\A) — 0,

where (T/yDiv(X))* denotes the dual of the group of G-invariant 

divisors T/vDiv(X) and A*(A) denotes the homogeneous part of degree 

i, 1 < z < r, of the Chow ring A(A).

In this case, from [8] we have

rNDiv(x)=

A—1 (A) =

©
1

(

where V(p) (resp. V(r)) is the closures of the codimension-one (resp. 

-two) 7方-0나〉辻 orb(p) (resp. orb(r)) corresponding to each cone p € 

A(l) (resp. r G A(r — 1)), and v(p) (resp. v(r)) is the linearly 

equivalent class of V(p) (resp. V(r)).

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be an r-dimensionaJ nonsingular tone 

variety. Then X is non-projective if and only if there exist c(t) € 

Z>o, r € A(r — 1), not all zero, such that

匕 c(r)v(r) = 0.

r€A(i1)

PROOF. Reid [11] showed that for an r-dimensional nonsingular 

toric projective variety, the Mori cone NE(X) is a convex polyhedral 
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- f>U(Tt)= Y

cone, and is in fact strongly convex, i.e., NE(X) Cl (—NE(X)) = {0} 

holds and

NE(X) = 乞 R>ov(r).

r6A(r-1)

If we denote by PA(X) the dual cone of NE(X), then Kleiman

[4] showed that X is a projective variety if and only if the interior 

int(PA(JV)) of PA(X) is nonempty. Since we have that (cf. [8, Ap

pendix])

int(PA(A：)) 尹 0 if and only if 川E(X) n (-2VE(X)) = {0}, 

it implies that X is non-projective if and only if there exist Ti,7조 G 

A(r — 1) and 句, …, cs G Z>o, such that

cjv(tj) ,

i=l …+1

hence we get the conclusion.

3« Projectivity for a 3-dimensional case.

In this section, we fix N瓦 = R3. Let X = 7}\remb(A) be a 3- 

dimensional compact nonsingular toric variety. The corresponding 

fan is nonsingular and complete. If we intersect A with a sphere 

S C N臥 centered at 0, we get a triangulation of S.

Each spherical edge is of the form r f] S for a 2-dimensional cone 

r € A. There exist exactly two 3-dimensional cones a, a' € A sat

isfying a「1 a' = r. Let {n,ni,n2)and {n,,n1,n2} be the primitive 

elements in N which generate a and a', respectively. Since a and 

are nonsingular, there exist ai,«2 € Z such that

n + n' + tzini + a2^2 = 0.
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We attach a pair («i, «2)to the edge r D S as a double Z-weighty with 

on the side of R가)冗i A S and m on the side of R之()冗2 A S. If we 

denote p1 = R之= R스m" and pj = R>onj for j = 1,2, which 

all along to A(l), then we have

(V(p).V(r)) = | 阿 if p = />' or /> = p" 

if p = pj with j = 1,2 

otherwise,

where p € A(l) and r = pi + />2 三 A(2).

Ewald [2] has shown that any 3-dimensional compact nonsingular 

toric variety can be turned into a 3-dimensional compact nonsingular 

projective toric variety by a finite sequence of T^-invariant blowing- 

ups along T/v-stable nonsingular centers. Here we consider the last 

blowing-up above. We prove the projectivity for a 3-dimensional com

pact nonsingular toric variety obtained from a projective one by blow

down. We use the following proposition (cf. [8] ):

PROPISITION 3.1. Let N be a free Z-module of rank r, and A a 

fan for N. For a nonsingular tone variety X = Gemb(A) and t G A, 

the equivariant blowing-up of X along the closure V(r) of the orbit

2jvemb(A) corresponding to the following nonsingular star subdivi

sion A*(r) of A with respect to r: Denote A(l) := {p € 시 dim p = 1}

and let {p € 시/) 乂 t} =: {pi,/>2, …,Pk}- Each pj contains a unique 

primitive element rij := n(pj) E N. Let no := ni H---- F njt and

Tj := R之oM d--- F R>onj-i + It긔)他o + R>o^；+i d---- b 

for 1 < J < fc. Each a G A with r -〈 a can be written as

a = t + cr' with a' € A and cr' Pl t = {0}.
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We then let

aj := Tj + a1 for 1 < J < fc

and

A*(t) := (A \ {cr G A|r 乂 a})

U {the faces of crj|<r € A,t -〈 a, 1 < j < k}.

THEOREM 3.2. Let X and X1 be 3-dimensional compact nonsingu

lar toric varieties, and f : X1 — X be an equivariant blowing-up with 

Tn-fixedpoint V(a) as a center, where a = R>o^i+R>o^2+R>o^3 € 

A(3). If Xf is projective, then X is projective.

PROOF. Let A and A' be the corresponding fans to X and X', 

respectively. By Toric Nakai criterion (cf. [8] ), X1 is projective if 

and only if there exist Df := 서(pX^G9) with

(JD'.V(t)) > 0 for any r G A(2).

Let n()■:= M + n2 + n3 and pQ := R>ono. Then by Proposition 3.1, 

po e A'(l) \ A(l). Define D := X}%⑴ c'(p)V(/>). For any r G A(2) 

with r •+• po 0 스(3), we have

(2?.V(r)) = (DW(r)) > 0.

So we may consider only the case when t + p0 石 Az(3), that is,

r = R>oni + R>0n2, or R>0n2 + R之oM, or R그oM + R스oM
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Suppose that r = R스oM + R>on2 € A(2) (the remaining cases are 

the same). By Proposition 3.1, the double Z-weights of

Ti = R>ono + R>o^i and r2 = R스 o 冗o + R>o^2

are both —1,1, and the link of pq has weights 1,1,1. Since A is 

complete, there exists exactly one := R>oH4 G A(l) such that 

r + p4 E A(3) Let the double Z-weight of r in A is a, 6, then the 

double Z-weight of r in A' becomes a — 1,6 — 1, that is,

^2 + ^4 + ani + bri3 = 0 

no + 冗4 + (시 — 1) 冗 1 + (b — 1) 冗 3 = 0.

Hence we have

(D.V(r)) = c'(p2) + c'(/>4)+ + b 시(P3)

= [ C'(P4)+ c'(po) + (⑦ 一 1)仁'(Pi) + (b — l)c'(/?2)]

+ [ C'(P2)+ c'(/>i) + c'(p3) — C*(po) ]

= (£>'. V(t)) + (D'.VG9o+pi ))>0,

where := R>onj, 1 < i < 4.

THEOREM 3.3. Let X and X9 be 3-dimensional compact nonsin- 

gular toric varieties, and f : Xf — X be an equivariant blowing- 

up along Tn-stable one-dimensional closed subvariety V(to), where 

tq = R>oni + R>on2 € A(2). If Xf is projective and X is non- 

projective, then the double Z-weight of tq is both negative.

PROOF. Let A and A' be the corresponding fans to X and X1, 

respectively, and the double Z-weight of To be a, b. Suppose on the 

contrary that a > 0 ( if & > 0, then it is similar). Since X9 is projective, 
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by Toric Nakai criterion ( cf. [8] ) there exist D' :=〉三€&⑴ c'(p)V(p) 

such that (Z>'.y(T)) > 0 for any r € A(2).

Define

>= £ %)wo

pGA(l)

no := ni + n2

Pi := R스mi 0 < i < 4

For any t € A(2), there are three cases :

(1) If r + po 0 A\3) and r 尹 77), then we have

(D.y(r)) = (D'.V(r)) > 0.

(2) If r + po € A'(3) and t 尹 t(), then by proposition 3.1, r = 

R>on, + R>ony for any two i,j among {1,2,3,4}- Suppose that 

r = R>o7ii + R>on< and c,d be the double Z-weight of r with c 

(resp. d) on the side of pi (resp. />4). Then the double Z-weight of 

r in A' becomes c — l,d in this order. Since the double Z-weight of 

Pq + P4 is —1,0, we have

(ZW(r)) = (Z>'.V(r)) + (Z>'.V(po +/>4)) > 0.

(3) Now we consider the case r = tq. Since the double Z-weight of 

Po + P4 三 스(2) is —1,0 and that of po + P2 € 스⑵ is a, 6 — a in this 

order, we have

(ZW(to)) = (P'.V(po + P2)) + a • (P'.V(z>0 + P4)) > 0,

because a > 0. Hence X is projective, a contradiction.
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